
Letters to the Editor

Studying for an intercalated
BSc

Editor – The debate about whether to

do an intercalated BSc seems to be

ongoing.1,2 Many reasons have cited for

doing the degree, from enhancing your

career to getting another long summer

holiday. The drawbacks have been

equally well publicized and range from

having to take on the increased financial

burden to dealing with the questions;

what’s the point? Will it make me a

better doctor?2

Having both completed intercalated

degrees in anatomy and psychology,

respectively, our opinions about the va-

lue of doing an intercalated BSc have

changed somewhat from the position we

had adopted a year ago. Previously, we

chose to intercalate to pursue our

respective interests in anatomy and

psychology and get a taste of doing re-

search. However, having completed the

degree, we believe that doing an inter-

calated BSc can actually make you a

better doctor.

The main reason is that it enables the

student to understand fully evidence-

based medicine, as now they have

gained familiarity with accessing �the

evidence�. The attempt to develop evi-

dence-based thinking is now part of the

medical course and part of the practice

of modern medicine. Any student who

carries out a research project during the

course of an intercalated degree knows

how things are never black and white or

clear cut and thus evidence has to be

evaluated carefully and a balanced

approach usually adopted. Thus skills of

critical appraisal can be rapidly devel-

oped over the course of the academic

year.

Having recently embarked on clinical

medicine, we feel that issues of personal

development are of value and should be

considered prospectively by medical

students weighing up whether to do an

intercalated degree. We are not saying

that someone who does not do an

intercalated degree cannot understand

evidence-based medicine or that their

skills of critical appraisal are in any way

weak, it is just that doing an intercalated

degree is likely to improve and develop

these skills and we believe that these

are reasons to consider actively in any

decision about whether to do an inter-

calated degree, in addition to all the

other benefits and drawbacks which have

already been stated in the literature.3

Riaz Agha, Gurminder Singh

London, UK
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Teaching safe and effective
prescribing in the medical
curriculum

Editor – Scobie and colleagues’ study

supports two beliefs widely held

amongst those who take a major interest

in teaching prescribing and therapeu-

tics.1 First, many students reach the

point of graduation lacking in the basic

knowledge and skills required to use

drugs safely. Second, the provision of a

series of learning opportunities where

prescribing skills are the specific focus is

superior to opportunistic acquisition of

skills during clinical attachments. The

findings are of concern, coming at a

time when the pressure on prescribers is

mounting and there is clear evidence

that adverse events related to drug

therapy are rapidly increasing.2

Although the emphasis on improved

interdisciplinary integration in UK

medical education over the last decade

is to be welcomed, this change has not

occurred without casualties. Notable

examples have been disciplines such as

pharmacology and clinical pharmacol-

ogy that are now less readily identifiable

to students as core components of the

medical curriculum. In the UK, the

direction of medical education is provi-

ded by the General Medical Council

and its recent publication Tomorrow’s

Doctors 20023 continues to stress pre-

scribing and therapeutics as important

learning outcomes: �Graduates must
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